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Bob Kasolas, Esq. (030492002) 
Mark E. Critchley, Esq. (014112012) 
BRACH EICHLER LLC 
101 Eisenhower Parkway 
Roseland, New Jersey 07068 
Telephone: 973-228-5700 
Attorneys for Plaintiff:Vernon 
Ackies (Individually and on Behalf 
of All Similarly Situated) 

 

SUPERIOR COURT OF NEW JERSEY 
ESSEX COUNTY: LAW DIVISION 
DOCKET #: ESX-L-6946-19 

Civil Action 

VERNON ACKEES (INDIVIDUALL AND 
ON BEHALF OF ALL SIMILARLY 
SITUATED), 

  

Plaintiff;  
FIRST AMENDED CLASS 

V.  ACTION COMPLAINT 

SCOPELY, INC., 

Defendant. 

Plaintiff Vernon Ackies ("Plaintiff' or "Ackies"), individually and on behalf of all 

similarly situated, by way of this First Amended Class Action Complaint against defendant 

Scopely, Inc. ("Defendant" or "Scopely"), hereby states as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. Scopely is the publisher of the online video game "Star Trek Fleet Command." Star 

Trek Fleet Command ("STFC") is a role-playing video game available on smartphones and other 

mobile devices. STFC is based on the Star Trek movie franchise in which players explore star 

systems, build spaceships, complete missions and battle other players. STFC is available on 

Android and Apple iOS platforms. 

2. STFC is free to play but players can purchase virtual goods in exchange for real-

world money to access additional content. This virtual economy allows players to pay real-world 

money to upgrade and improve their spaceships, space stations and characters, among other things. 
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By spending real money on these "virtual goods," players improve their abilities to defeat other 

players and to advance further in the game. 

3. However, Scopely fraudulently exploited this virtual economy for its benefit and to 

the detriment of its players. Scopely engaged in a fraudulent and deceptive scheme by, inter alia, 

decreasing the value and effectiveness of virtual goods after their purchase by players, 

misrepresenting the capabilities and benefits of virtual goods, and allowing players to lose virtual 

goods they paid for through no fault of the player. Simply stated, Scopely took advantage of, and 

defrauded, its players through numerous unconscionable commercial practices and fraudulent acts 

to extract as much money as possible from them. 

4. Thus, Ackies brings this action individually and on behalf of all similarly situated 

individuals seeking compensatory, punitive, actual and treble damages, attorneys' fees and costs, 

and injunctive relief to halt Scopely's deceptive and fraudulent business practices to prevent harm 

to additional consumers, among other relief. 

THE PARTIES AND VENUE  

5. Ackies is a citizen of the State of New Jersey with a principal residence of 120 

Rutgers Street, Apt. E6, Belleville, New Jersey 07109. 

6. Scopely is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business located at 

3530 Hayden Avenue, Culver City, California 90232. 

7. Venue is proper in New Jersey because Ackies resides in Essex County, New 

Jersey, Scopely purposefully directed its activities to New Jersey residents, Scopely directed 

advertisements for STFC to New Jersey residents, and Scopely accepted real-world payments from 

New Jersey residents for virtual goods. 
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THE FACTS 

A.  Background and Gameplay of STFC 

8. STFC is a role-playing mobile video game available on Android and Apple iOS 

platforms themed after the popular Star Trek movie franchise. STFC was designed by Digit Game 

Studios and was initially released on November 29, 2018. Scopely operates and controls STFC. 

9. STFC is what is commonly referred to as a "massively multiplayer online game" 

or "MMO." MMOs are videogames that allow a large number of players to participate 

simultaneously over an intemet connection. STFC takes place in a shared, online world that the 

player can access after installing the game software on their mobile smartphone or tablet. MMOs 

enable players to cooperate and compete with other players across the world. 

10. In STFC, users play as a space ship captain and start with a ffiall space station and 

one space ship. Players explore a virtual space system populated with other live individual players. 

Players advance through STFC by completing various missions and battling other players. As they 

advance through STFC, players can purchase resources and upgrades with real-world money to 

improve their abilities within STFC, such as upgraded space stations and space ships. 

• 11.  The description of STFC on the Apple App Store and Android Google Play Store 

states, "You have the conn! Summon your skills in strategy, combat, diplomacy, and leadership to 

master the dangerous universe of Star Trek Fleet Command." 

12. The description goes on to state, "Join Millions of players -- forge alliances, defeat 

your enemies, and build an epic fleet to secure, or dominate, the galaxy. Explore strange new 

worlds, seek out new life and new civilizations, boldly go where no one has gone before!" 

13. The description advises players to be prepared to do the following: 
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-Experience epic conflict in a vast, dynamic galaxy 
-Collect, build, and upgrade iconic ships 
-Take the conn and control ships in star system and galaxy views 
-Encounter famous Star Trek characters in an epic, galaxy-spanning 
storyline 
-Help locals, fight pirates, or negotiate peace in hundreds of unique 
missions 
-Recruit famous officers with unique, tactical abilities 
-Ally yourself with Federation, Klingon, or Romulan forces 
-Work with and against thousands of other players in real-time 
-Build, upgrade, and defend your starbase 
-Discover new technologies, ship upgrades, and resources 
-Create or join powerful player Alliances to dominate star systems 
and become the most powerful players in the galaxy 

B.  The Virtual Economy of STFC 

14. STFC is free to play. However, once the player enters STFC, the player can 

purchase virtual goods with real-world money to upgrade, improve and enhance their abilities and 

standing in STFC in comparison to other players. 

15. These virtual goods purchased with real-world money include, inter alia, 

"resources," "materials," "character cards," "faction credits," and "ship blueprints." Players can 

also purchase "packs" such as "Master Station Upgrade Pack" and "Ultra Ship Power Pack," which 

include various tokens or credits that can be used to upgrade a player's character, space station or 

space ship. The virtual goods range in price going as high as $99.99. 

16. The following screenshots are examples of virtual goods that players can purchase 

in STFC to upgrade, improve and enhance their character, space station and space ship, among 

other things: 
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17. Purchasing these upgrades with real money helps players increase their power, 

ability, standing and/or advantages within STFC relative to other players. 

18. Making upgrades to a player's space station and space ship through the purchase of 

virtual goods is an important function in STFC. Without making :hese upgrades, which cost real 

money, competitive players are unable to advance far in STFC and are easily defeated by other 

players who have made such purchases and upgrades. 

19. In fact, Scopely makes several representations regarding the importance of 
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upgrading a player's space station and space ship, including: "Collect, build, and upgrade iconic 

ships," "build an epic fleet to secure, or dominate, the galaxy," "Build, upgrade, and defend your 

starbase," and "Discover new technologies, ship upgrades, and resources." 

20.  Scopely also included the following screenshots in its game preview: 
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21. Scopely makes these representations to stress and highlight the importance of 

upgrades in STFC, which must be purchased with real money. 

22. At the time a player purchases these virtual goods in STFC, there is no disclosure 

to the player that there is a potential devaluation or elimination of the virtual good at the sole 

discretion of Scopely. There is also no disclosure to the player at the time of purchase that the 

player could lose the value or effectiveness of the virtual good, or the entire virtual good 

completely. 

C.  Scopely's Fraudulent Conduct and Exploitation of their Virtual Economy 

23. When STFC was initially released on November 29, 2018, the publishers had 

represented to the public that STFC had completed its testing or "beta" phase, and was 

consequently "ready" for release to both free and paying players. 

24. When players decide to become paying players, they reasonably believed: (a) that 

the software had completed "beta" testing and was in substantially playable form; and (b) that 

Scopely would make changes to the "rules" of the game in good faith. Both of these reasonable 
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beliefs turned out to be intentionally and knowingly false. 

25. In order to advance through STFC and defeat others, players often and routinely 

buy virtual goods to upgrade and improve their characters, space stations and space ships. Players 

reasonably believe that the value, capabilities and effectiveness of these purchased goods would 

not change. However, Scopely has engaged in fraudulent and deceptive conduct to exploit this 

virtual .economy and players' desire to move further and advance in STFC. 

26. Scopely often intentionally misrepresented the cost of STFC's virtual goods. STFC 

deducted more resources, materials and/or in-game currencies from a player's in-game balance 

than the "cost" represented to the player prior to purchase. 

27. In addition, players paid for virtual goods that had stated benefits and capabilities 

at the time of purchase and on the purchase screen, but once purchased and implemented in STFC, 

players did not receive the benefits and capabilities they had paid for. 

28. For example, under the rules of STFC, players could acquire or purchase "shields" 

to protect their "space station" from being attacked by other players. Multiple issues with the 

software caused the player's shield to be unintentionally and unknowingly deactivated, or in some 

cases, merely bypassed and ignored by attacking players. As a result, players who had paid for in-

game "resources" with real-world money lost the investment and value of what they paid for (and 

did not receive the value of what they paid for) through no fault of their own, and contrary to their 

reasonable expectations with respect to the rules and mechanics of STFC. 

29. Scopely also misrepresented the effectiveness and capabilities of virtual goods 

purchased by players. Players could spend resources, materials and other in-game currencies to 

"upgrade" various aspects of their space stations, ships and characters. In some instances, players 

would spend in-game currency to improve the time it would take to repair a ship. For example, if 
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a player purchased an upgrade with real money to reduce a space ship's repair time to ten (10) 

minutes, the "actual" repair time once a player initiated a repair would be eleven (11) minutes. 

This known and uncorrected issue with the software cost players the unnecessary loss of in-game 

currency paid for with real-world money, resulting in a devaluing of the item purchased by players. 

30. In addition, the software application would either freeze, crash and/or not load 

certain areas of "space" properly. As a result, when a player would send a "ship" to a specific 

location where "hostile" ships controlled by the software's artificial intelligence were present, the 

player's ship would be destroyed. By the time the player was able to access the application, load 

the application, and have the area of "space" load properly, the player's ship would already be 

destroyed through no fault of the player, and contrary to the player's reasonable expectations with 

respect to the rules and mechanics of STFC. This would require the player to unnecessarily spend 

in game resources and "repair boosts" (more in-game currencies) to repair any ships destroyed 

through no fault of their own, and contrary to their reasonable expectations with respect to the 

rules and mechanics of STFC. 

31. The benefits of certain characters and research were also misleading. For example, 

"Prime" research bonuses were advertised as increasing "damage" by 100% (i.e., doubling 

damage). Only when certain players began to test the damage output and complain to customer 

support did Scopely "clarify" that a 100% increase does not actually mean a 100% increase, but a 

100% "increase to" a more limited definition or component of the feature being modified (e.g., 

damage, defense, etc.). Phrased differently, players purchased virtual goods with real-world 

money but did not receive the in-game benefits they paid for. 

32. In February 2019, following a series of numerous complaints from many players of 

STFC, Scopely released the first of many "updates" to STFC. The updates purported to correct 
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and/or fix certain aspects of the application's software that was causing issues not reasonably 

anticipated by the players playing STFC. The updates though, also made substantial Changes to 

the actual "rules" of STFC, which directly affected the in-game economy and cost structure. This 

in turn directly affected the value of all prior real money purchases players had made just a few 

months prior to said updates. 

33. The February 2019 update, as well as a series of subsequent updates, substantially 

changed the rules of STFC and the in-game economy, effectively devaluing all prior purchases 

made by paying players. This forced players to make substantial additional purchases of virtual 

goods merely to maintain their pre-update rank in STFC, and was intentionally done by Scopely 

to force such players to make such real money purchases. 

34. Moreover, the cost requirements and progression from one level to the next were 

substantially different starting from Levels 20-22 (a point in STFC that most free-to-play players 

did not and could not have reasonably discovered on their own by February 2019). Starting from 

these levels, the resource and material requirements to upgrade base and ship components 

exponentially increased - a game progression neither disclosed nor reasonably anticipated by the 

average player familiar with other similar mobile games. 

35. Scopely has also engaged in deceptive and fraudulent conduct concerning in-game 

shields used by players to protect their space ships and space stations. 

36. In STFC, players buy various virtual goods for their space ships and space stations, 

but can lose those goods if their space ship or space station is attacked by other players. Players 

are able to use shields, which will protect the space ship or space station for a specific period of 

time (e.g., thirty minutes, one hour, two hours, etc.). If a shield is up, the space ship or space 

station is protected from attack and the player cannot lose any virtual goods. 

11 
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37. However, shields routinely expire prior to the end of the designated time period 

through no fault of the player. For example, a STFC player will put up a shield on their space 

station to last for four hours because they are exiting the game and cannot play during those four 

hours. Nevertheless, the shield will drop prior to the four-hour deadline through no fault of the 

player. Since no shield is up, other players can attack the space station and take many of the virtual 

goods purchased for the space station. Through no fault of the player, the player who put up the 

shield has lost many of the virtual goods he or she purchased with real-world money. 

38. Complaints made to Scopely regarding this issue with a player's shields are ignored 

by Scopely. Even though the shield ended prior to the designated time period through no fault of 

the player, Scopely refused to issue refunds for virtual goods purchased by the player. 

39. Additionally, players are able to receive push notifications to their mobile phone if 

they are not in the game but their space ship or space station is being attacked. There is a grace 

period allowing the player to enter the game and put up their shield before they lose any virtual 

goods. However, the push notification comes hours after the space ship or space station is attacked. 

Thus, the player is too late to enter the game and protect their space ship or space station by putting 

up a shield. With their shield down, the player is attached by other players and loses virtual goods. 

The player has lost virtual goods purchased with real-world money through no fault of their own. 

Scopely refuses to issue refunds to these players. Players rely on a game function to protect the 

virtual goods they purchased but are then left with no recourse when the function does not work 

as represented. 

40. Scopely has been aware of all these problems and has done nothing to correct them. 

Scopely is either intentionally orchestrating these issues so players lose virtual goods and are then 

forced to buy more virtual goods, or sitting idly by and allowing the issues to persist so players 
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purchase more virtual goods. In either scenario, Scopely is taking advantage of STFC players and 

milking as much money as possible from the players to fill their own coffers. 

D.  Scopely's Refusal to Issue Refunds or Respond to Player Complaints 

41. Scopely makes it difficult for STFC players to file complaints. Scopely also refuses 

to issue refunds to players who have lost virtual goods purchased in the game with real-world 

money through no fault of the player. 

42. If a player loses a virtual good through no fault of their own and makes a complaint 

to Scopely, Scopely will initially respond to the player's complaint but will then stop responding 

to the player. 

43. Scopely does not issue refunds to players. Refunds are not issued even lithe virtual 

good was lost through no fault of the player (e.g., a player's shield is set to stay up for four hours 

but drops after two hours through no fault of the player and the player's base is attacked and virtual 

goods are taken by other players) or if a virtual good does not operate as represented (e.g., a "pack" 

failing to contain an item represented to be included in the pack). 

44. For players who are able to obtain refunds directly from Apple, Scopely has 

deducted the player's in-game currencies by the amount received in the refund. 

45. Scopely has also banned players from STFC who discussed refunds with other 

players or helped other players obtain refunds. 

46. Fed up with Scopely's fraudulent practices, several players joined together to 

formally complain to Scopely. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a copy of a May 15, 2019 letter sent to 

Scopely by a group of STFC players titled, "Regarding the Unfair Treatment of its Players in Star 

Trek Fleet Command." The letter outlined the numerous problems with STFC and requested that 

Scopely take corrective action to fix those problems and defects. Scopely ignored the letter and 
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took no action to fix the problems. 

47. Since the filing of Plaintiff's initial Complaint, Scopely has also discouraged 

players from joining this lawsuit and has attempted to conceal the lawsuit from players. 

48. "Discord" is an online server, unaffiliated with Scopely, where STFC players can 

enter chatrooms to discuss all things related to STFC, such as gameplay, strategy and complaints, 

among other things. 

49. Since the filing of Plaintiff's Complaint, players have posted copies of Plaintiff's 

Complaint to inform other players of the pending lawsuit. Scopely has deleted references to the 

Complaint to hide the lawsuit and discourage people from joining the lawsuit. Below are 

screenshots of Scopely deleting references to Plaintiff's Complaint in the Discord chatroom: 
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50. Such actions are consistent with Scopely's mistreatment of its players who file 

complaints or obtain refunds. 

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS  

51. The state law claims in this First Amended Complaint are brought by Ackies under 

Rule 4:32-1 on behalf of himself and of a class consisting of all similarly situated persons who 

have been subjected to Scopely's fraudulent and deceptive conduct in STFC. 

52. Wide the precise number of ClESS members is presently unknown to Ackies, upon 

information and belief, the amount of class members numbers in the hundreds, if not thousands. 

Therefore, the number of class members is sc numerous that joinder of all class members is 

impracticable. 

53. The class members will he readily identifiable from business records in Scopely's 

possession. The. class members vii:1 be notifiei of this class action using the methods of n.ctice 
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that are customarily used in class actions. 

 

54.  Ackies' claims are typical of the class members since all class members purchased 

virtual goods in STFC with real money, but were then subjected to Scopely's fraudulent and 

deceptive schemes, including but not limited to, a decrease of the value of the virtual goods after 

their purchase, misrepresentation of the capabilities and benefits of the virtual goods, and loss of 

the virtual goods after their purchase through no fault of the player. 

 

55.  As a result of Scopely's fraudulent and deceptive conduct, the class action 

mechanism is superior to all other available means for the fair and efficient adjudication of this 

controversy because: 

(a) the expense and burden of individual litigations makes it difficult, if not impossible, 

for individual class members to obtain relief for Scopely's unlawful conduct; 

(b) the joinder in a single action of all individual class members is impractical; and 

(c) the damages suffered by each individual class member may be in amounts that 

make it impractical for each class member to individually pursue a claim. 

 

56.  Common questions of law and fact exist as to all class members and predominate 

over any questions that solely affect individual class members. These common questions of law 

and fact include: 

(a) Whether Scopely engaged in a systematic and widespread scheme to decrease the 

value of virtual goods after their purchase; 

(b) Whether Scopely engaged in a systematic and widespread scheme to misrepresent 

the capabilities of virtual goods purchased in STFC; 

(c) Whether Scopely engaged in a systematic and widespread scheme whereby the 

player could lose the virtual good after purchase through no fault of the player; 
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(d) Whether Scopely engaged in a systematic and widespread scheme to change the 

rules of STFC whereby previously purchased virtual goods no longer had the same 

value or represented effectiveness; 

(e) Whether the fraudulent conduct of Scopely outlined above constitutes a violation 

of the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A.  56:8-1 et seq.  ("CFA"); and 

(f) Whether the fraudulent conduct of Scopely outlined above constitutes an 

unconscionable commercial practice under the CFA. 

57. Ackies will fairly and adequately.protect the interests of the class members. Ackies 

has no interest antagonistic to the interests of the other class members and has retained counsel 

experienced in handling class action litigations. 

58. Scopely's Terms of Service attempt to include a class-action waiver, but such 

attempted waiver of consumer-fraud class actions is invalid and unconscionable under New Jersey 

law and violates New Jersey public policy. 

59. Scopely's Terms of Service also attempt to include an arbitration provision, but 

such provision is unenforceable because the CFA is a statutory right and cause of action that is not 

expressly waived by such arbitration provision by STFC players. 

60. Moreover, both the "class action waiver" and arbitration provision in the Terms of 

Service were fraudulently induced by Scopely, and are therefore unenforceable. 

61. Neither the arbitration provision or the "class action waiver" provision in the Terms 

of Service are applicable to the in-game purchase of virtual goods because such terms are not 

published, visible or present on the screen at the time such virtual goods are advertised, marketed 

and/or purchased. 
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COUNT ONE 

(Violation of the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A. 56:8-1 et mg) 

62. Ackies repeats and re-alleges each and every paragraph outlined above with the 

same force and effect as if more fully set forth at length herein. 

63. The CFA, specifically N.J.S.A. 56:8-2, provides as follows: 

The act, use or employment by any person of any unconscionable 
commercial practice, deception; fraud, false pretense, false promise, 
misrepresentation, or the knowing, concealment, suppression, or 
omission of any material fact with intent that others rely upon such 
concealment, suppression or omission, in connection with the sale. 
or advertisement of any merchandise . . . whether or not any person 
has in fact been misled, deceived or damaged thereby, is declared to 
be an unlawful practice[.] 

64. The CFA defines "merchandise" as "any objects, wares, goods, commodities, 

services or anything offered, directly or indirectly to the public for sale." 

65. Scopely is a "person" as defined by the CFA and the virtual goods sold by Scopely 

in STFC constitute "merchandise," as defined by the CFA. 

66. Scopely engaged in various unconscionable commercial practices, deception, 

fraud, and misrepresentations in violation of the CFA by, inter alia, decreasing the value of virtual 

goods .after purchase by the player, misrepresenting the capabilities and benefits of virtual goods 

before and after purchase, and allowing players to lose virtual goods these players paid for through 

no fault of their own. 

67. As a result of the unlawful conduct of Scopely described above, Ackies and the 

class members suffered an ascertainable loss, i.e., the real-world money spent by players in STFC 

to purchase virtual goods. This entitles Ackies and the class members to treble damages and all 

attorneys' fees and costs incurred in prosecuting this action. 

68. As a result of Scopely's unlawful conduct, Ackies and the class members have been 
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and will continue to be damaged. 

COUNT TWO  

(Breach of Contract) 

69. Ackies repeats and re-alleges each and every paragraph outlined above with the 

same force and effect as if more fully set forth at length herein. 

70. By purchasing the virtual goods in STFC with real money, players and Scopely 

entered into a contract in which the virtual goods would have a certain value and capabilities in 

STFC in exchange for the payment areal-world money by the player. 

71. Scopely breached that contract by misrepresenting the value and capabilities of the 

virtual goods, among other things, and by engaging in actions and conduct that allowed for the 

loss of the virtual goods through no fault of the players. 

72. As a result, Ackies and the class members have been and will continue to be 

damaged. 

COUNT THREE 

(Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) 

73. Ackies repeats and re-alleges each and every paragraph outlined above with the 

same force and effect as if more fully set forth at length herein. 

74. The covenant of good faith and fair dealing is implied in the contract between all 

STFC players and Scopely concerning the purchase of virtual goods. 

75. Scopely breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by altering 

the value and capabilities of virtual goods in STFC after their purchase by players. 

76. As a result, Ackies and the class members have been and will continue to be 

damaged. 
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COUNT FOUR 

(Conversion) 

77. Ackies repeats and re-alleges each and every paragraph outlined above with the 

same force and effect as if more fully set forth at length herein. 

78. Ackies and the class members purchased virtual goods from Scopely in STFC. 

However, Scopely misrepresented the value and capabilities of those virtual goods and decreased 

the value of those virtual goods, among other things. 

79. Scopely's actions and conduct constitute the intentional and unauthorized exercise 

of control and dominion over the monies of Ackies and the class members. 

80. As a result, Ackies and the class members have been and will continue to be 

damaged. 

COUNT FIVE  

(Unjust Enrichment) 

81. Ackies repeats and re-alleges each and every paragraph outlined above with the 

same force and effect as if more fully set forth at length herein. 

82. Ackies and the class members purchased virtual goods from Scopely in STFC. 

However, Sccip6ly misrepresented the value and capabilities of those virtual goods and decreased 

the value of those virtual goods, among other things. 

83. Scopely's actions and conduct resulted in the unjust enrichment of Scopely at the 

detrimental expense of Ackies and the class members. 

84. As a result, Ackies and the class members have been and will continue- to be 

damaged. 
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COUNT SIX 

(Legal Fraud) 

85. Ackies repeats and re-alleges each and every paragraph outlined above with the 

same force and effect as if more fully set forth at length herein. 

86. Scopely made intentional and material misrepresentations and omissions to Ackies 

to induce him into purchasing virtual goods in STFC. Upon information and belief, Scopely made 

similar intentional misrepresentations and omissions to the class members to induce them into 

purchasing virtual goods in STFC. 

87. Ackies and the class members reasonably relied upon Scopely's material 

misrepresentations and omissions to their financial detriment by purchasing the virtual goods in 

STFC. 

88. As a result, Ackies and the class members have been and will continue to be 

damaged: 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, on behalf of himself and the class members, demands judgment 

against Scopely granting the following relief: 

A. certifying this action as a class action; 

B. designating plaintiff Vernon Ackies as class representative; 

C. declaring Brach Eicher, LLC as class counsel; 

D. authorizing the issuance of notice at the earliest possible time to all STFC players. 

This notice should inform them that this action has been filed, describe the nature of the action, 

and explain their right to participate in this lawsuit; 

E. declaring Scopely in violation of the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.I.S.A. 
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56:8-1 ei seq.;  

F. permanently enjoining Scopely from engaging in, continuing to engage in, or doing 

any acts or practices in violations of the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A.  56:8-1 et seq.,  

including, but not limited to, the act and practices alleged in this First Amended Complaint; 

G. actual damages, consequential damages and direct damages; 

H. compensatory damages; 

I. treble damages; 

J. punitive damages; 

K. attorneys' fees and costs; and 

L. any other relief the Court deems just and proper. 

BRACH EICHLER LLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Vernon 
Ac/des (Individually and on Behalf 
of All Similarly Situated) 

22 

Bob Kasolas, Esq. 

Dated: October 7, 2019 
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DESIGNATION OF TRIAL COUNSEL  

Pursuant to Rule 4:25-4, Bob Kasolas, Esq. is hereby designated as trial counsel for all 

triable issues. 

BRACH EICHLER LLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Vernon 
Ackies (Individually and on Behalf 
of All Similarly Situated) 

Bob Kasolas, Esq. 

Dated: October 7, 2019 

JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues raised in this Complaint 

BRACH EICHLER LLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Vernon 
Ackies (Individually and on Behalf 
of All Similarly Situated) 

Bob Kasolas, Esq. 

Dated: October 7, 2019 
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